Applications of hyphenated LC-MS techniques in pharmaceutical analysis.
In pharmaceutical analysis, ie the analytical development and quality control of drug substances and dosage forms, mass spectrometry (MS) combined with chromatographic separation is perhaps the most powerful technique for the monitoring, characterization and identification of impurities. The addition of further dimensions to chromatographic separations by hyphenated techniques offers unique possibilities of efficiently supporting pharmaceutical development and ensuring the quality and safety of pharmaceuticals. However, the ionization process in MS involves some characteristics which have to be recognized and taken into account for an appropriate application as well as the evaluation of the results. Chromatographic method development and validation can be supported very effectively by MS detection, eg in the investigation of coelution and peak purity. Chiral amino acid analysis is largely facilitated by the mass-specific detection of the derivatized amino acid enantiomers, which ignores all other interfering substance peaks. Examples are presented for the use of LC-MS-MS fragmentation and high-resolution MS in the structural elucidation of degradation products and impurities. LC-MS is systematically applied to monitor impurity profiles during pharmaceutical development and scaling up and supports the safety evaluation of batches used in clinical studies.